
THE LEVELS OF COMMUNICATION

There are five fundamental levels of communication verbal, physical, auditory, emotional, and energetic. Each level
provides different information.

It can do everything that can affect every person and even the community. It is the active internal involvement
of the individual in symbolic progressing of messages. Disadvantage of oral communication In face-to-face
discussion, user is unable to deeply think about what he is delivering, so this can be counted as a Written
Communication In written communication, written signs or symbols are used to communicate. Organizational
communication 5. Source: Ruben, Brent D. Human Communication 4th Edition. We can say that a
communication is successful when the receiver interprets the meaning the same as the sender sends it.
Research shows that the majority of our communication is non verbal, also known as body language. Would
he understand the message? Speech For Effective Communication. Organizational Communication: In a
team-based business organization, communication becomes its lifeblood where people communicate with one
another. Relationships To make connections with others. Communication is not always a good thing 3. The
pictograms were made in stone, hence written communication was not yet mobile. Nonhuman communication
also include cell signaling, cellular communication, and chemical transmissions between primitive organisms
like bacteria and within the plant and fungal kingdoms. Most of the thousands of human languages use
patterns of sound or gesture for symbols which enable communication with others around them. Whilst
distractions like background noise, poor lighting or an environment which is too hot or cold can all affect
people's morale and concentration, which in turn interfere with effective communication. Communication at
these deeper levels takes time, trust, and intention. Written communication provide record for every message
sent and can be saved for later study. Individual linguistic ability The use of jargon, difficult or inappropriate
words in communication can prevent the recipients from understanding the message. The first level of
communication is the social level. We communicate to enhance and maintain our sense of self. Introduction to
Speech Communication. Televisions, advertisement and internet bind people and control them to do whatever
it suggests. Nonverbal Communication Nonverbal communication is the sending or receiving of wordless
messages. Source: Denis Mcquail and Sven Windahl. It is better if such words are avoided by using
alternatives whenever possible. Social communication begins with two people, which is called a dyad. For
example, the bark of a pet dog when something happens to the master, wagging of the tail when master shows
bone to the pet dog, licking of cheek at the returning of master from the work field, chirping of birds when a
stranger is at the door, Parrot calling the name of the master in the morning, etc. This is the level in which we
talk about our wants, needs, aspirations, fears, and joys. Your Thoughts To develop your own thinking your
mind ; Share your ideas, turning your thoughts into , reflecting, thinking out loud, your opinion,
brainstorming, etc. It can easily influence other people using rhetoric words. Communication Communication
is a process of exchanging information, ideas, thoughts, feelings and emotions through speech, signals,
writing, or behavior. Some people have unlimited skill to emote, i. When conversation remains on this level
people can become lonely, bored and disconnected with the person. Nonverbal cues are also routine: hand
shake, wave, smile, etc. Being a survival mechanism, communication helps us develop to be unique person,
relating and cooperating with others. This process, which requires a vast repertoire of skills in interpersonal
processing, listening, observing, speaking, questioning, analyzing, gestures, and evaluating enables
collaboration and cooperation. Plant roots communicate in parallel with rhizome bacteria, with fungi and with
insects in the soil. Effective communication starts from us. We thought if we had something important to say,
people would naturally connect with us. Languages seem to share certain properties although many of these
include exceptions.


